Can young children's reading comprehension be enhanced? Are there potent reading-comprehension strategies that can be identified and prescribed (see, e.g., Ehri, Nunes, Stahl, & Willows, 2001; Symons, McGoldrick, Snyder, & Pressley, 1990) ? The Indexical Hypothesis (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Glenberg & Robertson, 2000; Kaschak & Glenberg, 2000) suggests a new sort of answer to these old questions. Because children may not consistently index, or map, written words to the objects the words represent, even when the words are pronounced, these children fail to derive meaning from the text. Consequently, reading becomes an unengaging exercise in word calling. If, as we hypothesize, early young readers' performance can be enhanced by increased indexing, then the following instructional intervention is suggested: While children read texts about events taking place in a particular scenario (e.g., on a farm), objects referred to in the text (e.g., a toy barn, tractor, and horse) are made available, and the children are asked to manipulate those objects to simulate the content of the sentences. Such manipulation should force indexing, thereby facilitating the children's derivation of meaning.
We begin by reviewing the Indexical Hypothesis and some of the research that supports it. The review includes a description of three precedents suggesting that manipulation of objects being read about should enhance children's reading comprehension. 1 We then present three experiments conducted with first-and secondgrade readers. These experiments demonstrate large (e.g., 50% and more) positive effects of manipulation on children's recall and application of the material just read. In addition, in Experiment 3, children are trained to imagine manipulating the toys rather than actually manipulating them. This imagined manipulation produces a modest degree of transfer (i.e., strategy maintenance in the absence of instructions). Finally, we contrast the explanation of poor reading comprehension provided by the Indexical Hypothesis with several other accounts based on fluency, inference making, and integration.
Embodied and Nonembodied Theories of Meaning
The Indexical Hypothesis is an embodied (see, e.g., Glenberg, 1997) account of how language becomes meaningful. As such, it is in contrast to most theories of linguistic meaning that are based on amodal, abstract, and arbitrary symbols (AAA symbols). A brief overview of these theories sets the stage for the Indexical Hypoth-esis. One example of a theory making use of AAA symbols is the semantic network (see, e.g., Collins & Loftus, 1975) . Consider the node representing the concept "chair." This node is abstract in that it is meant to be the meaning of all chairs, including kitchen chairs, armchairs, and beanbag chairs. The node is amodal in that the same node is contacted whether the chair is seen, talked about, or sat in. Finally, the node is arbitrary in that there is no reason why one node rather than another is used to represent the concept "chair." In fact, because the nodes are arbitrarily related to the concept, meaning is given not by the node itself but by its relations to other nodes such as the furniture node and the object node. Although differing in details, the vast majority of current cognitive theories of meaning use AAA symbols. Thus, theories using propositional representations (see, e.g., Kintsch, 1988) use AAA symbols in that each element in a proposition is equivalent to an AAA symbol. Similarly, most schema theories (e.g., Schank & Abelson, 1977) , connectionist theories (e.g., Masson, 1995) , and theories using high dimensional spaces (e.g., Burgess & Lund, 1997; Landauer & Dumais, 1997 ) make use of AAA symbols.
There are several reasons why AAA symbols are predominant. First, these symbols are easy to implement in formal computer and mathematical models. Second, they are absolutely necessary to theories that subscribe to a basic tenet of modern cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence, namely, that thinking is nothing more than the manipulation of AAA symbols by rules (see, e.g., Newell, 1980) . If that is the case, then thinking can be adequately modeled (in fact, produced) by computer simulations. In contrast, if thinking requires perceptual information, then theories based on AAA symbols that intentionally strip away all perceptual information and computers that can describe perceptual information but do not literally have any perceptual apparati cannot adequately model human thinking.
Whereas AAA symbols are undeniably popular, there are also several reasons why they are undeniably inadequate. The foremost is the symbol grounding problem (Glenberg & Robertson, 2000; Harnad, 1990; Searle, 1980) , namely, that AAA symbols cannot by themselves generate meaning; instead, the symbols must be grounded. Harnad's (1990) version of Searle's (1980) Chinese room argument makes the case cogently. Harnad has one imagine that he or she is a traveler who has landed at a foreign airport equipped solely with a dictionary written in the foreign language the traveler does not speak. Upon encountering a sign at the airport written in the language, the traveler tries to understand the first word by looking it up in the dictionary. Unfortunately, the definition is solely in terms of words in the foreign language that are, to the traveler, prototypical AAA symbols. Undeterred, the traveler looks up the first word in the definition to find that it is defined in terms of other AAA symbols. Of course, no matter how many words the traveler looks up in the dictionary, he or she will never understand any of them, let alone the meaning of the sign at the airport. Yet that is exactly what cognitive theories using AAA symbols expect of people. For example, the nodes in a semantic network are defined solely in terms of their relations to other nodes, just as the words in the dictionary are often defined solely in terms of the other words in the dictionary.
One might suppose that theories making use of AAA symbols have a simple recourse: The AAA symbols are grounded by associating them with perceptual information. Unfortunately, there are four problems with this approach. First, none of the theories actually proposes how this could be done, nor do any of the theories actually make use of perceptual information in accounting for meaning. Second, if perceptual information were to play a major role in producing meaning, then the power of AAA symbols would be severely eroded in that thinking would no longer be due to the manipulation of AAA symbols by rules that can be implemented regardless of the perceptual apparatus (e.g., on a computer). Third, Putnam (1981, and as reviewed in Lakoff, 1987) has proven that when starting with a system of AAA symbols, it is impossible to find the one correct grounding. That is, sets of AAA symbols are the equivalent of a series of algebraic equations in that the numerals, Xs, and Ys in the equation are exactly AAA symbols. A system of equations can be applied to an infinite variety of events in the world. For example, an equation relating speed and time to distance traveled by a car applies to that particular car or any other car, and in fact, it applies to an infinity of moving objects that have the same relations among speed, time, and distance. Similarly, because a set of AAA symbols (e.g., a set of propositions) is equivalent to a set of equations, it applies to an infinite variety of situations-that is, all those situations that have the same set of relations. Consequently, if a person thought in terms of AAA symbols, it would be impossible for that person to know exactly what he or she was thinking about because those same symbols could apply to an infinite number of situations. Fourth, modern neuroscience (e.g., Edelman, 1992) has failed to find anything like AAA symbols in the brain. Rather, perceptual afference and motor feedback seem to be intimately involved in all levels of coding (cf. Pulvermüller, 1999) .
The Indexical Hypothesis, like other embodied theories of cognition (Barsalou, 1999; Lakoff, 1987) , proposes that meaning requires going beyond AAA symbols. In brief, the hypothesis asserts that the AAA symbols of language (i.e., words), become meaningful by simulating the content of sentences. This simulation is accomplished through three processes. First, words and phrases are indexed to objects in the environment or to perceptual symbols; second, affordances are derived from the objects; third, the affordances are combined, or meshed, as directed by syntax, to produce a coherent simulation.
Consider, for example, how people understand a sentence such as "Art stood on the chair to change the bulb in the ceiling fixture." The first process is that words and phrases, such as Art and the chair are indexed. Thus, if the sentence were uttered while gesturing to a particular chair, the comprehender would index or map the phrase to that chair (see, e.g., Chambers, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, & Filip, 2002) . If the sentence were spoken outside of the context including the chair or if the sentence were read, the comprehender would index the word to a perceptual symbol. Unlike AAA symbols, perceptual symbols (Barsalou, 1999) are not amodal and arbitrary. Instead, they are patterns of neural activity abstracted from perceptual experience by selective attention. That is, these symbols are grounded by their intimate relation with perceptual experience. Thus, as a person attempts to understand the sentence about Art, Art may be indexed to a perceptual symbol of a particular person.
The second process is deriving affordances from the indexed perceptual symbols. Affordances (see, e.g., Gibson, 1979) are possibilities for interaction determined by the body and the objects in the environment. Thus, a chair affords sitting for an adult human but not for an infant or a worm. Some chairs afford hiding under for a small child or a worm but not for an adult. That is, affordances are determined both by the object and the biology of the organism interacting with the object.
Finally, affordances are meshed, or integrated, as directed by the syntax of the sentence. We adopt the term mesh (in contrast to combined, associated, or integrated) to highlight a particular characteristic of the presumed process. When affordances are meshed, the combinatory process respects constraints on bodily action. For example, one can mesh the affordances of a chair (it can be stood on) and a light bulb (it can be held) to accomplish the goal of changing the bulb in a ceiling fixture because adult humans can literally combine those actions. However, not all affordances can be combined to accomplish goals. For example, most people would reject as nonsense a sentence such as "Art stood on the can opener to change the bulb in the ceiling fixture." According to the Indexical Hypothesis, this sentence makes little sense because readers have a difficult time imagining how to combine the affordances of a can opener and a light bulb to accomplish the goal of changing a ceiling fixture. Familiarity with prototypical actions (e.g., people often stand on chairs but seldom stand on can openers) is not necessary for mesh. Thus, people find sentences perfectly sensible that describe, for example, Art attempting to change the bulb by standing on an upside-down flowerpot or a TV stand or even by pulling out the drawers of a nearby cabinet, stacking them on the floor, and standing on the stack. That is, when affordances can be meshed, people easily understand language about quite novel events (Glenberg & Robertson, 2000) . Kaschak and Glenberg (2000) and Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) have provided a detailed account of how syntactic information can be used to guide the mesh of affordances during sentence understanding.
2
Three lines of research have provided empirical support for the processes specified by the Indexical Hypothesis. The first line of research has investigated perceptual symbols in conceptual tasks such as feature listing. Barsalou, Solomon, and Wu (1999) demonstrated that variability in the features listed for a concept and variability in the order in which features are listed are controlled by the perceptual simulation being engaged rather than by an abstract, unchanging semantic representation. Using a property verification task, Pecher, Zeelenberg, and Barsalou (2003) observed a priming effect having a perceptual basis. Participants responded whether or not an object (e.g., a lawn mower) has a particular property (e.g., loud). Pecher et al. found that if the perceptual dimension probed on the previous trial (e.g., leavesrustle) was the same as that probed on the target trial, then responding was faster than if the perceptual dimension probed on the previous trial was different (e.g., leaves-green).
A second line of research has investigated sentence understanding. For example, Zwaan and his associates (e.g., Stanfield & Zwaan, 2001 ) asked participants to verify that a picture (e.g., of a pencil) depicted an object mentioned in a sentence (e.g., "The pencil is in a cup"). They found that pictures that matched the orientation of the object implied by the sentence (a pencil depicted vertically in this case) were responded to faster than pictures of the object in an orientation that mismatched orientation implied by the sentence (a pencil depicted horizontally). As another example, Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) asked each participant to judge the sensibility of sentences such as "You gave Andy the pizza" or "Andy gave you the pizza" by moving the hand from a start button to a yes button. Location of the yes button determined if the action of responding "yes" was consistent with the direction implied by the sentence (away from the body for "You gave Andy the pizza") or inconsistent (toward the body). Responding was faster when the hand movement was consistent with the action implied by the sentence than when it was inconsistent. Both sets of results strongly imply that language understanding requires consideration of the perceptual and action characteristics of the situation described.
The third line of research has demonstrated facilitatory effects of action paired with language. It is this line of research that anticipates the effects we report in this article. If language understanding requires indexing of words to objects in the environment or to perceptual symbols, then forcing listeners and readers to complete that process should facilitate comprehension, memory, and application. Consistent with this prediction is a now-standard finding in the memory literature: Memory for a list of tasks (e.g., scratch your ear, break the toothpick, etc.) is greatly enhanced if each task is actually performed in addition to reading the description of the task (Koriat & Pearlman-Avnion, 2003; Nilsson et al., 2000) . A finding of Noice and Noice (2001) demonstrates a related effect with discourse. Novice actors were more successful at memorizing dialogue when scripted actions were included than when the actors were simply told to read and memorize the dialogue. Analogous work with young children has supported the beneficial consequences of activity and imagined activity on associative-learning performance (see, e.g., Bender & Levin, 1976; Varley, Levin, Severson, & Wolff, 1974; Wolff & Levin, 1972) . Finally, consistent with the earlier findings of Lesgold, Levin, and their colleagues (e.g., Lesgold, DeGood, & Levin, 1977; Lesgold, Levin, Shrimron, & Guttmann, 1975) , Rubman and Waters (2000) demonstrated a positive effect of activity/manipulation with thirdgrade and six-grade students in a text-learning context. Children read a short text and were queried as to whether the text contained any contradictions. Half of the children read the text twice. The others read the text and then used a storyboard to depict it. The children in that latter condition were more successful at detecting errors. Related research and outcomes, based on children's drawing activity, have recently been reported by van Meter (2001) .
With this background, we can sketch an answer to the question motivating our research, Can young readers' performance be enhanced? According to the Indexical Hypothesis, an important component of language comprehension is indexing words and phrases to objects or their perceptual symbols. We propose that when young children are first learning oral language, it is in a context that is highly indexed. That is, parents frequently talk about and point to objects in the current environment (e.g., a bottle, a ball, or the baby) and explicitly model actions using gesture, such as waving when requesting that the child "wave bye-bye." Furthermore, parents almost always name and point to novel objects that are introduced to children or that the children are attending to (Masur, 1997) . Given the symbol grounding problem discussed earlier, it is hard to imagine how language could be learned without this sort of indexing. In contrast, when children are learning to read, their attention is focused elsewhere. That is, the child must be closely looking at the written word and directing his or her attention to retrieving the pronunciation of the word or engaging in orthographic-to-phonemic conversion. There is little explicit learning of the connection between the symbol (the written word) and its referent.
A common, albeit implicit, assumption is that young readers do not need to practice indexing written words to their referents. That is, it is assumed that pronouncing the written word aloud is sufficient because it is the same AAA symbol whether heard, produced by the child, or read and spoken aloud. However, to the extent that perceptual symbols must be retrieved from memory, this argument is stretched beyond credibility. There is a vast literature demonstrating strong effects of context on memory retrieval (see, e.g., Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977; Tulving & Thomson, 1973) , and the context of reading aloud is quite different from the context of hearing speech. For example, speech is often explicitly indexical, accompanied by gesture, and produced and perceived with characteristic rate and intonation. All of these retrieval cues are missing when the child pronounces a word from text. Thus, whereas indexing is a highly practiced skill in the domain of oral language, it may be problematic for young readers. To the extent that the words are not being indexed, reading becomes a meaningless exercise in word calling.
Overview of the Experiments
We used a manipulation procedure to ensure indexing of written words. First-and second-grade children read short texts describing characters and actions in three toy scenarios, a farm, a house, and a gas station/garage. Models of the objects and characters (e.g., for the farm scenario, a barn, a tractor, assorted animals, etc.) were on display in front of the child. After reading each of five selected sentences, the child manipulated the objects to correspond to the sentence. To do this, the child had to index the words and phrases to objects and use the syntax of the sentence to guide manipulation. After reading the text, the toy scenario was covered, and the child was engaged in distracting conversation for 2 min. This distraction was followed by a series of memory and application tests.
In Experiment 1, children were randomly assigned to three groups in which different types of instruction/practice were provided over several sessions: manipulation, read (where children read the texts and observed the scenarios but did not manipulate the toys), and no-practice control. For children in the manipulation group, a fading procedure was used to gradually withdraw the amount of support given to indexing before a transfer test was administered in which children read from a new scenario without benefit of manipulation. Experiment 2 differed from Experiment 1 in several ways. First, there was more practice with manipulation before the strategy-maintenance (transfer) test was administered. Second, the children in a reread group reread each of the critical sentences to help control for the amount of time that children in the manipulate group spent attending to the text. Third, in addition to the memory test of Experiment 1, an application test was included. The application test required the children to draw inferences from what they had read. This test provided another measure of the success of reading-comprehension processes in addition to memory tests. Experiment 3 introduced another change intended to give children practice indexing without explicit manipulation. Children in the imagined manipulation group first practiced physical manipulation, as in the previous experiments. Then, these children were instructed in how to imagine manipulating the objects without physically manipulating them (and the children in the reread group were instructed to reread the critical sentences silently).
Experiment 1
Several questions guided the design of Experiment 1. First, would very young readers be helped by manipulation? Second, would any benefits be moderated by reading ability (see the supplementary analyses following Experiment 3)? Third, would children learn to index as a general strategy such that benefits of manipulation training would transfer to situations in which the children did not physically manipulate? Students participated in Experiment 1 during the fall of their second-grade year. Each child in the manipulate and the read groups participated in six sessions, whereas children in the control group participated in only the first and sixth sessions. The first session was used to obtain a number of measures of students' reading ability. Sessions 2-5 involved training in manipulation and then fading. Session 6 was a test of strategy maintenance.
Method
Participants. Parental permission to participate in the experiment was obtained for 35 children beginning the second grade at a middlesocioeconomic-status public school in Madison, Wisconsin. Three children were eliminated on the basis of extreme difficulty reading a practice text and low scores on the Woodcock (1998) Test of Word Identification. Their raw scores were 5, 13, and 18, whereas the remaining children had scores ranging from 20 to 58 with a mean of 34.5 and a standard deviation of 9.6. In addition, because of absences, data were unavailable for 3 children for Session 6, the maintenance session.
Children were assigned to groups using the following scheme. First, children were grouped by sex. Second, within each sex, children were ranked by performance on the standardized measures of reading given during the first session, and triplets of children with successive ranks were formed. Third, children within a triplet were randomly assigned so that one participated in the manipulate group, one in the read group, and one in the control group. In total, there were 11, 11, and 10 children in the manipulate, read, and control groups, respectively. In all sessions, the interventions and testing were individually administered.
Materials. The scenario toys were commercially available and consisted of a farm scene (including a barn, corral, tractor, several animals, hay, etc.), a house scene (including a house with several rooms and props, a mother, a father, a baby, etc.), and a garage scene (including a garage with elevator, ramps, store, gas pumps, car wash, tow truck, etc.). For each scenario, we wrote five short texts of seven to nine sentences each. A text for the farm scene is given in the Appendix. For each text, we selected five sentences that described actions, and these sentences were followed by "green lights." The green lights were hand-drawn representations of traffic lights with a green light. They were the signal to the child to manipulate the toys in the scenario.
Procedure. The procedure is described for the manipulate group first. The procedure is also summarized in Table 1 . Data were collected from each child in six sessions. There were approximately two sessions a week. All sessions were videotaped for later scoring.
Session 1: The child was tested on the Gathercole and Baddeley (1996) Nonword Repetition Test, the Woodcock (1998) Test of Word Identification, and the Woodcock Test of Word Attack Skills (nonword reading). A test of indexing was also given, but because of ceiling effects, these data are not reported.
Session 2: The child was introduced to one of three toy scenes (farm, gas station, or house). Choice of scenario was counterbalanced as best as possible given the sample size. In the introduction, the tester named each object for the child, and each child was required to manipulate the object (e.g., "This is the horse. Put the horse into the corral"). In addition, the child read (with the experimenter's help) a practice text with green-light sentences. Following a green-light sentence, the child was instructed to manipulate the objects in the scene to correspond to the sentence. The child then read two stories referring to the scenario. Choice of stories and their order were counterbalanced. Within each story, five sentences were followed by green lights. Following each story, the toy scene was covered so that it was not visible, and the child was distracted for 2 min with conversation. Then, the child was asked to recall all of the information in the story. Only general prompts were given, such as "What happened next?" Finally, the child was given a cued-recall test for each of the five green-light sentences. The cue was the first part of the sentence, and the child was asked to recall the rest of the sentence.
Session 3: This session was identical to Session 2, except that a different scenario was used.
Session 4: The child read one (new) story from each scenario. There were no green-light sentences (and so no overt manipulation) although the toy scenes were visible while the child read. The point of this session was to determine whether the child would continue to index (as indicated by both looking at the toy scenes and enhanced recall scores compared with the control group) when no manipulation was required.
Session 5: The child read one (new) story from each scenario. The toy scenes were not visible during reading, and there were no green-light sentences. The point of this session was to determine whether the child would index to perceptual symbols (as indicated by recall scores) in the absence of the visible toy scenes.
Session 6: The child was introduced to the third scenario by naming each object and having the child manipulate the object. Then, the child read two stories from the third scenario with no manipulation. Following each story, the free-and cued-recall measures were administered.
Children in the read group were treated exactly like the children in the manipulate group except that there were no green-light sentences during Sessions 2 and 3 (see Table 1 ). Children in the control group participated in Sessions 1 and 6 during the same times of the semester as did children in the other groups.
Results and Discussion
All statistical analyses were conducted with a Type I error probability set at .05. The data of greatest interest are presented in Table 2 . For both free and cued recall, we judged whether or not the main idea of each of the critical sentences was recalled. Because of the similarity of procedures used in Sessions 2 and 3 The first number indicates the scenario, and the second number indicates the story within the scenario. The actual scenario and story were counterbalanced so that each scenario-story pair appeared approximately equally often in each session and in each position within a session. b The first abbreviation indicates the procedure followed in the manipulate condition, and the second abbreviation indicates the procedure followed in the read condition. PM ϭ physical manipulation; R ϭ read. Fading began in Session 4. Each child read one text from each of the scenarios introduced in Sessions 2 and 3, but there were no green-light sentences to signal explicit manipulation. As may be seen from Table 2 , the difference between the groups vanished, F Ͻ 1 for both free and cued recall. Apparently, children in the manipulate group had not learned anything that was readily maintained.
In Session 5, the toy scenarios were not visible while the children read. Surprisingly (given the outcomes from the previous sessions), children in the read group outperformed their manipulate counterparts on both performance measures: free recall, F(1, 20) ϭ 7.62, MSE ϭ .02, p ϭ .01, d ϭ Ϫ1.18; cued recall, F(1, 20) ϭ 7.32, MSE ϭ .01, p ϭ .01, d ϭ Ϫ1.15. Given other conflicting data from this experiment and the following two experiments, there is no reasonable explanation for these findings.
In Session 6, the children were introduced to a new scenario, and there were no green-light sentences. No obvious benefits of prior manipulation practice were apparent. In particular, including the no-practice control group in an analysis with the two practice groups (manipulate and read) yielded no statistical differences among groups: free recall, F(2, 26) ϭ 2.59, MSE ϭ .04, p ϭ .09; cued recall, F(2, 26) ϭ 2.41, MSE ϭ .03, p ϭ .11.
Given the failure to find statistical differences between the manipulate and the control groups in Session 6, it became important to demonstrate that manipulation, when actually performed, did enhance performance relative to a no-treatment control. To do that, the control group data from Session 6 were compared with the data from Sessions 2 and 3 (combined) for the manipulate and the read groups. Note that this comparison favors the control group because these children (at Session 6) had received several weeks more classroom instruction and practice on reading than the other children (at Sessions 2 and 3). Differences among the three groups emerged for both free recall, F(2, 27) ϭ 6.66, MSE ϭ .05, p ϭ .004, and cued recall, F(2, 28) ϭ 11.45, MSE ϭ .02, p Ͻ .001. Fisher least significant difference comparisons revealed that children in the manipulate group remembered more sentences, for both free and cued recall (.76 and .94, respectively), than read participants (.49 and .77, respective ds ϭ 1.19 and 1.26) or children in the control group (.40 and .65, respective ds ϭ 1.56 and 2.13), with no mean differences between read and control groups. Thus, we can be confident that the physical manipulation produced gains relative to both read and control groups.
The results from Experiment 1 are clear. As one would expect from other work showing benefits of action associated with verbal information (see, e.g., Koriat & Pearlman-Avnion, 2003; Nilsson et al., 2000; Noice & Noice, 2001; Rubman & Waters, 2000; van Meter, 2001; Wolff & Levin, 1972) , manipulating text referents after reading a sentence greatly enhances memory, even for very young readers. On the other hand, there was no hint of any internalized maintenance of the manipulation strategy. That is, when children in the manipulate group were no longer permitted explicit manipulation, they showed no statistically significant advantage compared with children in either the read (starting in Session 4) or control (in Session 6) groups. Apparently, the children in the manipulate group did not learn either (a) a general skill of indexing or (b) how to apply that skill on their own.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed to replicate and extend the major results of Experiment 1. It was also designed to test a proposal as to why there was so little Session 6 strategy maintenance in Experiment 1: Two days of manipulation practice (Sessions 2 and 3) may have been insufficient to teach indexing as a skill that children could apply on their own. Thus, in Experiment 2, children in the manipulate group manipulated the toy scenarios for twice as long (Sessions 2-5) before the maintenance test in Session 6. In addition, there were three other important changes from Experiment 1. First, the participants were children starting the second semester of their first grade in school (instead of second graders, as in Experiment 1).
3 Second, beginning in Session 4, the cuedrecall test was dropped in favor of a spatial inference test designed to measure application of knowledge gleaned from the text. Whereas the spatial inference test may not be as typical a measure of comprehension or memory as other measures (e.g., retelling of the story), it has the advantage of measuring the extent to which the children successfully combined information explicitly mentioned in the text with information derived from the scenario itself. Furthermore, a justification component on the spatial inference test allowed the children to demonstrate creative application of their comprehension (as described below). Third, children in the reread group were instructed to reread green-light sentences to better control for the amount of time children in the manipulate group spent attending to each of the critical sentences.
Method
Participants. Parental permission to participate in the experiment was obtained for 29 children beginning the second semester of the first grade at the same school as Experiment 1. (One child was eliminated for throwing 3 We attempted to apply the manipulation intervention to very early readers-that is, children who were just becoming successful as decoders. Thus, in the fall of the school year when we conducted Experiment 1, we chose to work with second-grade children who had generally completed one year of decoding practice the year before; first-grade students would have had very little decoding practice. Experiment 2 was conducted in the second semester. We chose to work with first-grade students who had generally completed one semester of decoding practice. toys at the experimenter!) Children were assigned to groups using the same scheme as for Experiment 1. In total, there were 8, 9, and 11 children in the manipulate, reread, and control groups, respectively.
Materials. The materials were identical to those used for Experiment 1 except for the spatial inference test questions used in Sessions 4 -6. For each text, we wrote three yes/no questions that were difficult or impossible to answer on the basis of the text alone and on the basis of the toy scenario alone. Instead, the correct answer could be derived by integrating the verbal and scenario information. Examples are given in the Appendix. Note that for the first question, the text does not specify Ben's (the farmer's) location. However, there was a hole in the toy hayloft directly above the goat's pen through which a toy bale of hay could be dropped to the goat. Thus the correct answer for this question is "No." The spatial inference questions were not written to probe exclusively knowledge derived from green-light (manipulated) sentences. Hence, they provide a more general measure of text understanding than free or cued recall of the green-light sentences.
After answering each spatial inference question, the child was asked to justify his or her answer. The justification measure was included for two reasons. First, the proportion correct determined by yes/no scoring can be greatly affected by guessing (i.e., the chance probability here is .5). Second, we wanted to give children the opportunity to justify answers based on creative reasoning. For example, a child might say that Ben first walked to the barn and climbed into the hayloft before pushing the hay down the hole. Thus, in the child's mind, Ben and the goat were on the ground floor at the beginning of the story, and the answer to the question should be "Yes." In cases such as this, even though the yes/no answer received a score of 0, the child was awarded credit for the justification, as explained next.
The participants' justifications were evaluated by three people working together. One person was the cuer. This person cued the videotape to the location at which the child was beginning to answer the spatial inference question. The cuing was done out of sight and hearing of the other two people, the scorers. Thus, the scorers remained unaware of the child's group membership. Each scorer evaluated the justifications independently of the other scorer using the following scheme. The justification was given a score of A if the yes/no answer was correct and the child referred to the particulars of the text in justifying the yes/no answer. A score of B was used if the child answered the yes/no question incorrectly but was able to provide a justification that referred to the particulars of the text or a creative extension of the text (e.g., that Ben had been on the first floor of the barn before climbing to the hayloft). A score of C was used if the child provided no justification, if the justification did not refer to the particulars of the text (e.g., "Farmers are never on the same floor as goats"), or if the scorers could not understand the justification. Note that a score of C means unjustified, regardless of the correctness of the yes/no answer. Any disagreements between the two scorers (which occurred on less than 10% of the justifications) were settled by consensus after the scorers recorded their initial evaluations. Less than 5% of the justifications were classified as B. Hence, analyses were conducted on a combined justification score, the sum of the proportions of A and B scores. That is, this combined score is the proportion of questions for which the child provided a reasonable justification for his or her answers.
Procedure. Except in one respect, the procedure for Sessions 1, 2, and 3 were identical to those of Experiment 1 (see Table 3 for a sketch of the procedures). The one difference was that children in the reread group saw the same green lights following sentences as did children in the manipulate group. For children in the reread group, the green light signaled that a sentence was to be reread aloud.
Sessions 4 and 5 were identical to Sessions 2 and 3 except that the spatial inference questions replaced the cued-recall test. Session 6, the strategy maintenance session, was identical to Session 6 in Experiment 1 except, once again, the spatial inference test was administered instead of the cued-recall test.
Results and Discussion
The data of major interest are presented in Table 4 . Five recall scores were missing and were estimated from the child's remaining data (three of the estimates were for children in the reread group and two for children in the manipulate group). Three of the spatial inference test justification scores were missing and were estimated from the child's other data. One missing score was in the reread group, and two were in the manipulate group.
The data from Sessions 2 and 3 were again analyzed together to increase score stability and the associated statistical power of the analysis. The mean proportion of green-light sentences freely recalled by children in the manipulate group (.63) exceeded that of children in the reread group (.38), F(1, 15) ϭ 10.58, MSE ϭ .03, p ϭ .005, d ϭ 1.58. There was a similar effect for cued recall, F(1, 15) ϭ 8.52, MSE ϭ .02, p ϭ .01, d ϭ 1.42, in which the children in the manipulate group (.89) outperformed those in the reread group (.67). Thus, the beneficial effects of manipulation can be found for first graders (this experiment) as well as second graders (Experiment 1).
The data from Sessions 4 and 5 were also analyzed together. For the free-recall test, children in the manipulate group recalled more green-light sentences (.66) than did children in the reread group The first number indicates the scenario, and the second number indicates the story within the scenario. The actual scenario and story were counterbalanced so that each scenario-story pair appeared approximately equally often in each session and in each position within a session. b The first abbreviation indicates the procedure followed in the manipulate condition, and the second abbreviation indicates the procedure followed in the reread condition. PM ϭ physical manipulation; R ϭ read; RR ϭ read and reread critical sentences.
(.36), F(1, 15) ϭ 15.46, MSE ϭ .03, p ϭ .001, d ϭ 1.91. Application, as measured by proportion correct on the dichotomously (yes/no) scored spatial inference test, was somewhat better for the children in the manipulate group (.84) than for the children in the reread group (.69), although this effect was statistically significant only on the basis of a directional test, F(1, 15) ϭ 3.66, MSE ϭ .03, p ϭ .04 (one-tailed), d ϭ 0.93. In addition, the difference was statistically significant for the spatial inference justification score, F(1, 15) ϭ 6.05, MSE ϭ .06, p ϭ .03, d ϭ 1.20, with children in the manipulation group averaging .78 and those in the reread group averaging .49. These data indicate that manipulation enhanced inference-demanding application in addition to simple memory.
Session 6 was the strategy maintenance session in that a new scenario was introduced and displayed in front of all children, but there were no green-light sentences and no instructions to manipulate the toys. As in Experiment 1, there were no significant differences among the three groups (manipulation, reread, control) for free recall, F Ͻ 1; proportion correct on the dichotomously scored spatial inference test, F(2, 25) ϭ 1.17, MSE ϭ .05, p ϭ .33; or the justification scores, F Ͻ 1.
As in Experiment 1, we also included control participants' free-recall data in an analysis of children's Session 2 performance (representing all participants' second test experience with the experimenters and where manipulation was permitted). Although the descriptive statistics again favored manipulate participants (means of .55, .33, and .44 for manipulate, reread, and control, respectively), in contrast to the results of Experiment 1, differences among the three groups were not statistically significant, F(2, 25) ϭ 1.62, MSE ϭ .06, p ϭ .22. 4 Thus, as in Experiment 1, we have demonstrated that manipulation is very effective when engaged in but that it does not seem to result in a general strategy of indexing that carries over in the absence of direct manipulation, even when manipulation is practiced for four sessions. Nonetheless, the experiment did produce a couple of new pieces of valuable information. First, we uncovered very large effects of manipulation on first-grade readers' free recall, even when manipulation was contrasted with a reread strategy. It is unlikely that the difference was due to time spent on the text. For example, considering the texts of Session 4 (after children had been introduced to both scenarios and had practiced both manipulation and rereading), children spent an average (with standard deviation in parentheses) of 108 (37) s reading and manipulating and 91 (47) s reading and rereading, t Ͼ 1. Second, we demonstrated that the beneficial effects of manipulation extend to passage-derived application (as measured by spatial inference) as well as memory.
Experiment 3
There are three concerns about the procedures used in Experiments 1 and 2 that may have precluded strategy maintenance in Session 6. First, although manipulation ensured indexing, we did not provide the children with any particular skills or practice that would result in indexing without physical manipulation. Following Wolff and Levin's (1972) approach, however, in Experiment 3, we introduced a new component to the procedure, imagined manipulation, which might provide just such a skill. After practicing physical manipulation, children in the imagined manipulation group were given practice in imagining how they would manipulate the toy scenario. Then, instead of physical manipulation, the green lights signaled that the child should engage in imagined manipulation. In the reread group, the green lights first signaled 4 On the basis of a reviewer's suggestion to reanalyze the data nonparametrically (presumably because of concerns about small sample sizes and distribution nonnormality), we conducted a set of Kruskal-Wallis rank analysis of variance tests. In those analyses, all statistical decisions were confirmed (along with very similar significance probabilities), with one minor exception: The previously reported statistically significant advantage for manipulate over reread participants on the Sessions 4 -5 dichotomous spatial inference measure ( p ϭ .04, one-tailed) was not strictly reproduced with a corresponding directional test on the mean ranks ( p ϭ .058, one-tailed). that the child should reread a sentence aloud. Then, at the point when children in the imagined manipulation group were introduced to imagined manipulation, children in the reread group were taught that the green lights were now a signal to reread sentences silently. A second reason why the procedures used in Experiments 1 and 2 may have been inadequate is that the benefits of indexing were never explicitly pointed out to the children. That is, they received no explicit metacognitive instruction regarding indexing, whereas work on metacognition as applied to strategy monitoring clearly demonstrates the benefits of this sort of instruction (see, e.g., Duffy, 2002; Ghatala, Levin, Pressley, & Goodwin, 1986; Ghatala, Levin, Pressley, & Lodico, 1985) . Consequently, at several points during the procedure, children in the imagined manipulation group were explicitly told that manipulation and imagined manipulation were very beneficial for comprehension and memory, and children in the reread group were told the same for rereading aloud and rereading silently.
A third reason why the procedures used in Experiments 1 and 2 may not have revealed internalized strategy maintenance is that the conditions of the maintenance test may have had too little similarity to the training conditions to have invoked indexing. Consequently, in Session 3 of Experiment 3, we subdivided all participants into two conditions, reminder and no reminder. In the reminder condition, children were introduced to a new scenario, but otherwise, many of the cues and instructions remained the same. That is, green lights were present in the text, and the children were reminded what the green lights signified. In the no-reminder condition, children were introduced to a new scenario, and the green lights were present in the text. However, these children received no instructions or encouragement to apply any strategy.
Method
Participants. Parental permission to participate in the experiment was obtained for 25 children in second semesters of the first and second grades at a low-to-middle-socioeconomic-status public school in Madison. Children from both grades were included to obtain reasonable sample sizes. Several other children were eliminated on the advice of teachers or parents who indicated either that the child was a nonreader or that because of behavior problems, the child would be unlikely to be able to complete a session.
Children were assigned to conditions using a scheme similar to that of Experiments 1 and 2. First, children were grouped by sex. Within each sex grouping, the children were ordered by performance on a text-reading subset of a standardized reading test used in the Madison Metropolitan School District, the Primary Language Arts Assessment (PLAA) test. The PLAA was used instead of the Woodcock test to reduce the amount of time children were taken out of the classroom. Successive groups of three children were randomly assigned so that two were assigned to the imagined manipulation condition and one to the reread condition. Finally, half the children in each group were randomly assigned to the reminder and half to the no-reminder condition. This assignment procedure led to totals of 9, 9, 4, and 3 children in the imagined manipulation/reminder condition, the imagined manipulation/no-reminder condition, the reread/reminder condition, and the reread/no-reminder condition, respectively. We did not expect much of a difference in transfer performance for the two Reread conditions and planned on collapsing the data for statistical analysis, hence the unequal assignment of children to groups. Also, because of limited student resources, we decided not to include a no-practice control condition here.
Materials. The materials for the farm and house scenarios were used in counterbalanced order so that approximately half the children in each group had each scenario for the maintenance test. In addition, several other sets of materials were written to provide practice in imagined manipulation and rereading silently and to encourage the use of these strategies.
Procedure. The procedure for the imagined manipulation condition is described first. Table 5 provides a summary of the procedures. In Session 1, children were introduced to one of the scenarios and the green lights. However, there was more explicit instruction as to the helpfulness of the manipulation strategy. The child read the first story using physical manipulation. Then, the scenario toys were covered, and the child was distracted for 2 min. The free-recall and spatial inference tests followed the distraction. Next, the tester again noted the effectiveness of manipulation and introduced the idea of imagined manipulation as being equally effective. The following are verbatim instructions regarding imagined manipulation for children reading stories for the farm scenario. The first number indicates the scenario, and the second number indicates the story within the scenario. The actual scenario and story were counterbalanced so that each scenario-story pair appeared approximately equally often in each session and in each position within a session. b The abbreviation indicates the procedure followed in the manipulate condition, and the second abbreviation indicates the procedure followed in the read condition. PM ϭ physical manipulation; R ϭ read; RR ϭ read and reread critical sentences; IM ϭ imagined manipulation; SR ϭ silent rereading (following reading aloud).
Suppose that you read, "The goat chased the horse into the corral." If you were to act out the sentence, you would move the goat out of his pen and run to the horse. Then, the horse would jump into the corral. Now, instead of acting out the sentence IMAGINE how you would move the goat to the horse and IMAGINE how the horse would jump into the corral. Don't really act out the sentence, but IMAGINE how you would move the toys to act out the sentence. Often, it will help if you read the sentence and then LOOK at the toys to help you to IMAGINE how you would act out the sentence.
There is one other thing I would like you to do. When you finish reading the sentence, put your finger on the green light. Putting your finger on the light is a reminder to IMAGINE how you would move the toys to act out the sentence. So, read the sentence out loud, put your finger on the green light, look at the toys, and then IMAGINE acting out the sentence. Imagining will help you to remember the sentences and understand the story.
Children then practiced reading and imagining for two sentences. After each sentence, the tester asked the child to describe the image that she or he had constructed. In particular, the child was prompted to describe intermediate steps between the information mentioned explicitly in the sentence. Finally, the child read a second story using the imagined manipulation strategy and, after distraction, recalled the story and answered the spatial inference questions. The session ended with further discussion of the efficacy of imagined manipulation.
Session 2 consisted of the reading of two more stories using imagined manipulation. Each story was followed by both the free-recall and spatial inference tests.
Session 3 differed for children in the reminder and no-reminder conditions. For the reminder condition, children were introduced to the characters in the new scenario and reminded about using the green lights as a signal to imagine manipulation. Then, the children read and were tested on two stories from this scenario. For the no-reminder condition, children were introduced to the characters of the new scenario. Then, although the green lights were present, no mention was made of them, nor were children reminded about imagined manipulation. These children also read two stories from the new scenario.
For children in the two reread conditions, the sessions were identical to those described above except that these children practiced rereading aloud or silently whenever children in the imagined manipulation condition practiced physical manipulation or imagined manipulation, respectively.
Children in the reread conditions were also told about the efficacy of rereading.
Results
The results of major interest are presented in Table 6 . There were no missing data requiring estimation for the recall scores or the spatial inference test scores. We consider first performance on the first story in Session 1. The contrast of manipulation and rereading provided a replication of the conditions in the first two experiments. Compared with the children in the reread condition, the children in the manipulation condition recalled a greater proportion of the critical sentences, F(1, 23) Performance on the second story in Session 1 and the two stories in Session 2 provided new information: a comparison of imagined manipulation with rereading silently. The data from these three stories were collapsed for analysis, and the analyses support the claim that imagined manipulation results in stronger memory and better application than rereading. Children in the imagined manipulation group recalled a greater proportion of the critical sentences (.66) than did children in the reread group (.27 
Supplementary Analyses
Might any benefits of manipulation reflect an increase in fluency rather than indexing? That is, as the children became more familiar with the toys and their names (because of manipulation), they read the texts more fluently, overcame working memory limitations (see, e.g., Perfetti, 1985) , and learned more. There are two pieces of data that speak against a simple fluency account. First, we tracked the number of miscues (i.e., mispronunciations or failures to produce a word) and found that there were no differences among conditions in number of miscues in Sessions 1-3, all Fs Ͻ 1. Second, for children in the reread group, we measured whether or not fluency increased on rereading aloud the greenlight sentences in the first story in Session 1. Although fluency increased on 89% of the reread sentences, as was noted in the Session 1 analyses, performance by children in the reread group was markedly inferior to that of children who either physically (Story 1) or mentally (Story 2) manipulated the story objects.
Additional analyses were conducted to determine if there were Aptitude ϫ Treatment interactions. That is, did manipulation differentially benefit children who were particularly poor (or good) readers (as reflected by their Woodcock and PLAA scores)? These analyses were conducted for each experiment separately as well as by combining the data across the experiments. No interactions between children's initial reading ability and experimental condition were detected. That is, the regression of children's readingtask performance on their reading ability did not differ statistically by experimental condition (although this conclusion must be tempered by the relatively small sample sizes associated with these analyses).
General Discussion
The present set of experiments extends the findings from earlier associative-learning research to suggest that both manipulation and imagined manipulation can greatly enhance young children's reading performance, as reflected by both their memory for what they have read and their ability to derive text-based inferences. That manipulation-versus-read/reread differences were generally statistically significant here, even with such small sample sizes and (relatively) unselected readers, is particularly noteworthy. From a practical standpoint, these differences are substantial in magnitude. For example, across experiments, the average free-recall facilitation resulting from physical manipulation amounted to 78%, and the average improvement due to imagined manipulation was 99%. Nonetheless, additional research is needed to demonstrate that practice with imagined manipulation leads to long-term maintenance and transfer in situations that are farther removed from the experimental situation. For example, research by Ghatala, Levin, and Pressley (e.g., Ghatala et al., 1985) has strongly indicated that when it comes to learning-strategy maintenance, explicit performance-based feedback following experience with both effective and ineffective strategies is a critical element.
The Indexical Hypothesis provided the theoretical background that guided this research. In brief, that hypothesis asserts that meaning arises from simulating the content of sentences. This simulation requires indexing words to the objects and actions those words represent, deriving affordances (how those objects can be manipulated), and meshing those affordances as directed by the syntax of the sentence. The manipulation condition required children to explicitly index the words to objects and to align the objects as directed by the syntax of the sentence. Thus, the manipulation condition guaranteed meaningful comprehension as described by the Indexical Hypothesis.
Other approaches to language comprehension may also apply to our results. Here, we consider two such approaches, one based on fluency and one based on inference making and integration. We consider the fluency approach first. Among others, Perfetti (1985) and Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, and Seidenberg (2001) have emphasized the need to develop fluency in going from an orthographic code (the written words) to a phonological representation. We agree that this is a critical step in reading. In addition, as we discussed earlier, if derivation of the phonological representation is slow or results in a prosodically awkward (e.g., poorly accented) representation, then indexing will be difficult. Nonetheless, fluency by itself is insufficient to account for our data. That is, if the manipulation condition generated better comprehension, memory, and application through enhanced fluency, then we would have expected to see fewer miscues in this condition compared with the reread condition. That was not the case. Furthermore, we documented enhanced fluency in the reread group when children reread sentences aloud for a second time (Experiments 2 and 3). Nonetheless, performance in this condition was markedly inferior to performance in the manipulate condition.
A second approach that is more compatible with our data is that manipulation helps children to derive inferences necessary to construct integrated mental models (Mayer, 1989; Moreno & Mayer, 1999; Rubman & Waters, 2000) . A mental model is often conceptualized as a representation that goes beyond information given explicitly in the text by incorporating inferences and world knowledge. Through these processes, the mental model becomes a 5 The data reported in the text exclude one outlier time in the reread condition. With that child's data included, the mean and standard deviation are 104 (97) s, indicating that the average time in the reread condition was numerically greater than in the imagined manipulate condition. 6 The main effect conclusions based on initially conducted 2 ϫ 2 factorial analyses are completely consistent with those presented here.
representation of what the text is about rather than a representation of the text itself (see, e.g., Glenberg, Meyer, & Lindem, 1987) . The Indexical Hypothesis adds several new ideas to accounts of mental models. First, according to the Indexical Hypothesis, mental models are constructed from meshing affordances derived from perceptual symbols, rather than AAA symbols. Second, indexing words to specific objects or specific perceptual symbols (e.g., this particular barn with a hole in the hayloft rather than barns in general) is an important type of inference that goes beyond the text. That is, once a word is indexed, the affordances of the indexed object are a source of critically important information (e.g., the fact that the hole in the hayloft is large enough for the bale of hay to fit through it and that the hole is situated over the goat's pen so that the hay falls into the pen). Third, the Indexical Hypothesis suggests why building mental models through manipulation is a particularly effective strategy for early readers. Namely, manipulation ensures indexing. Thus, the Indexical Hypothesis is generally consistent with claims of mental model theory (a representation based on extratextual knowledge) but provides a different specification of components of the model, namely, meshed affordances.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated how an embodied approach to language comprehension, the Indexical Hypothesis, can be applied to enhance early reading performance. The hypothesis offers an approach to language comprehension that suggests a powerful faded teaching technique, manipulation and imagined manipulation. Furthermore, the hypothesis provides a new perspective on research demonstrating the importance of inference making and the construction of mental models.
